Description of activity on the Sandford Fleming site.

Instructions
Find three of Sandford Fleming’s accomplishments hidden behind the puzzles.
An accomplishment is hidden behind each puzzle. Simply answer the questions by
choosing from among the possible answers. If you answer correctly, you will be able
to remove a piece of the puzzle. If you think you have the right answer, choose it in
the list of accomplishments. If your answer is incorrect, continue to answer other
questions to uncover another part of the puzzle.
Once you have found the accomplishment, move on to the next questionnaire. There
are three accomplishments to discover and six questions to answer in each puzzle.
Questions
Questions and answer choices for Game 1
Where was Sandford Fleming born?
Great Britain
Canada
Scotland
In what year was the first universal exhibition held in London?
1831
1851
1871
Who established the theory of the evolution of species?
Charles Baudelaire
Sandford Fleming
Charles Darwin
What is a great symbol of the Industrial Revolution?
The railway
The telephone
Ships
What province in Canada joined Confederation in 1870?
Québec
Nova Scotia

British Columbia
Who invented the first steam engine?
Charles Darwin
Richard Trevithick
Sandford Fleming
Questions and answer choices for Game 2
What name was chosen for the meridian in 1884?
Greenwich
Paris
New York
For which surveyor did Sandford Fleming work during his youth?
John Woo
John Phillips
John Sang
What device is used to measure angles?
Compass
Theodolite
Ruler
What material did Fleming recommend to build bridges?
Wood
Metal
Rubber
What was the name of the ship on which Sandford Fleming crossed the Atlantic?
Titanic
Brilliant
Queen Marie
In what year was the first transcontinental railway completed?
1880
1882
1885
Questions and answer choices for Game 3
What institute did Fleming found?

The Sandford Fleming Institute
The Canadian Institute of Toronto
The Train Institute of Canada
What is the name of the railway linking the Maritimes to Eastern Canada?
Intercolonial
Interstation
Interregional
Which pass did Sanford Fleming recommend for the railway through the Rockies?
Snowbird Pass
Blue Pass
Yellowhead Pass
What animal is on the stamp illustrated by Sandford Fleming?
Beaver
Moose
Wolf
In which year did Fleming miss his train and begin work on time zones?
1876
1886
1896
How many time zones are there today?
14
24
34
Choice of nine possible answers for the three accomplishments
Skate
Stamp
Underwater cable
Locomotive
Postcard
Telephone
Railway
Steamboat
Crystal Palace
The three accomplishments chosen (with photos)

Les images ont été remises à François

Accompanying texts
For six questions for each subject

Sorry, wrong answer! You cannot remove a piece of the puzzle. Try the next
question.
Bravo! Remove the piece of your choice.

When choosing where the nine choices of answers are found
When clicking without authorization
You have to obtain a correct answer to be able to choose from among the nine
accomplishments.

When choosing a right answer
Bravo! The stamp is the right answer.
Bravo! The skate is the right answer.
Bravo! The locomotive is the right answer.

When a person clicks and it is still possible to answer other questions
Unfortunately, that’s a wrong answer!

When a person clicks and it is no longer possible to advance in the game
Unfortunately, that’s a wrong answer! Fleming designed the stamp.
Unfortunately, that’s a wrong answer! Fleming invented the skate.
Unfortunately, that’s a wrong answer! Fleming invented the locomotive.

